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Abstract

Using Emsuch [6] as a base this reports tries to find a solution to the problems that arise when 

trying to find survivors in collapsed buildings following an earthquake. Emsuch is a system that 

allows an user to retrieve information from the Home unit inside a house after an earthquake. But 

the results of the previous study [6] showed that the previous Emsuch is not very useful in disasters 

such as earthquakes. This is due to several reasons that were overlooked in that study such as 

electricity consumption and connectivity. So this study aims to improve the system by designing 

software that enables the user to quickly check each household that uses an Emsuch system. By 

using a case study and interviewing members of the Japanese Ground Self-Defence Forces a 

requirements document was created. From these requirements the system was designed to fulfil 

them all and then partly implemented and tested. The current prototype of the system has some 

major parts working, with a few parts non-functional or unimplemented.  

Keywords:  RaspberryPi, Emsuch, system prototyping, Japanese Emergency procedures, Human-

computer analysis, Network stability, network protocols. 
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Sammanfattning

Den här rapporten använder Emsuch-systemet [6] för att försöka lösa de problem som uppstår när 

armén letar efter överlevare i husmassor efter jordbävningar i Japan. Med Emsuch kan 

räddningsarbetarna hämta information från husen de går förbi under letandet. Under en tidigare 

studie [6] där grunden till systemet utvecklades identifierades flera punkter som leder till problem i 

de förhållanden som råder i de räddningsaktionerna. De två största utmaningarna är bristen på el 

och att infrastrukturen för kommunikation ofta är nere. Den här rapporten avser att utforma och 

implementera en lösning som gör att användarna i armén kan ansluta sig till varje enhet i 

förbifarten. Med en fallstudie som inkluderar en intervju med Japans markbaserade försvarsstyrkor i 

Sapporo togs ett kravdokument fram. Detta kravdokument användes som grund för 

implementeringen av systemet. En prototyp togs fram och testades delvis. Resultatet av testerna 

visade att Emsuch har potential för att användas i räddningsarbeten, men att det är flera delar som 

behövs fixas för att klara av verkliga situationer. 

Nyckelord: RaspberryPi, systemutveckling, krishantering, Människo-Dator analys, 

Nätverksstabilitet, nätverksprotokoll.
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1 Introduction

Big earthquakes(Magnitude over 8) occur in Japan about once every fifth to tenth year [42] with the 

most recent ones taking place in the years 2016 (Kumamoto), 2011 (Tohoku), and 1995 (Kobe) . 

Therefore there is a need for efficient preparations before, and then rescue work after, such a big 

earthquake. As of recently the Japan Meteorological Agency [1] provides a service where all 

persons that carry a phone equipped with a SIM card issued in Japan receives a warning before 

earthquakes hit. Even though the warning might arrive less than a second before the earthquake hit, 

depending on the distance from the epicentre, that second of preparation can be vital. That second is 

enough for the persons hearing the alarm to realise that there is a big earthquake coming and that 

they should follow the appropriate procedures, such as moving away from windows, turning off the 

gas stove, etc. But procedures for finding people in collapsed buildings are not very efficient and 

consists of, among other things, asking neighbours where there might be people, using search dogs, 

and shouting for survivors and listening for a response [2, 3]. These procedures could be easier if 

there was some information about where the victims are trapped available to the rescue workers.

1.1 Background

On the 11th of Mars 2011, there was a big earthquake outside the shore of Sendai, Japan, measuring 

9.0 in magnitude [4]. The damage following was so severe that the earthquake did not fit into any of 

the Japanese implemented earthquake categorization levels. In this disaster, most casualties were 

due to the following tsunami. But due to the earthquake over 120 000 buildings collapsed totally 

and almost 300 000 were half collapsed [38]. Even a slight shift in the distribution of weight in the 

walls of a building can cause a door to get stuck, trapping those inside. The most common cause of 

death, amounting to 88% of the total death toll, in the Kobe earthquake of 1995 was related to being 

trapped in a collapsed building or house [10]. 

Considering a scenario where a person is trapped in a collapsed house, how can a rescue teams find 

this person as quickly as possible? Today the most common method is to go pass every collapsed 

house or building and look for signs of life and call out for survivors. Furthermore, the areas that are 

affected by such a big earthquake as the one in Tohoku of 2011 are enormous. There were nine 

prefectures that recorded completely collapsed houses after that earthquake [38], covering around 

60 000 km². Though this area contains a lot of mountains where no one lives and every area was not 

as badly hit by the earthquake, the area that remains to be searched is still huge. This takes a lot of 

time as even though many of the houses might be empty, it would be terrible to miss a survivor. 
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Therefore the rescue teams need to search every collapsed building. The time factor is really 

important in those scenarios as the survival rate for victims is about 80% [10] if they are rescued 

within a day of the earthquake. The chance of survival drops fast and after day one it has dropped to 

about 30%. After 72 hours the survival rate is between 10% and 15% [10]. 

In a previous study [6] a system called Emsuch was created. The purpose of Emsuch was to connect 

family members to each other through a video stream after a big earthquake. When developing the 

Emsuch system, factors like connectivity, electricity, and how to send the data from end to end was 

disregarded. This was motivated by the fact that the goal of that study was to find out if such a 

system would be needed and wanted by Japanese inhabitants. But to get the system to really work in 

a disaster such as a big earthquake these factors need to be considered.  Today the Emsuch system is 

depending on available WLAN that is preconfigured on the system. This is almost never the case 

after a big earthquake because even if the infrastructure survives the quakes, the electricity is 

probably turned off in order to prevent fires starting from loose wires. Therefore there would be no 

way for the current system to send the video which was its purpose. Also, the assumption that a 

battery life would only need to last about six hours [6] at most after an earthquake was also wrong, 

so some improvements need to be done in this area as well. To be able to send vital information, an 

emergency network (0000JAPAN) is activated [7]. This emergency network is free of charge and 

open to all and it can be accessed at emergency hotspots located at convenience stores and banks 

carrying a sign that contains “Wi-Fi つかえます”, which roughly translates to “Usable Wi-Fi” [8]. 

But to prevent that the bandwidth of this network is filled with unnecessary rich media, such as 

video streaming, the essential basic communication services [9] is prioritized.    

1.2 Problem specification

One of the biggest problem for networking in disaster-stricken areas is the lack of infrastructure. 

Access points can either be down because of a power outage or damage to physical links. The 

collaboration between rescue workers is therefore made difficult due to the inability to send data 

between units. This was made apparent in the Tohoku earthquake were the main channel of 

communicating were satellite phones. The rescue workers expressed a need to send more data than 

which was possible in such big disasters [39].

Due to the fact of fast reclining the chance of survival  for those trapped in collapsed houses and 

that the areas  affected by the earthquake are usually large, the few rescue workers that get there 

first need to cover a lot of ground fast. This means that the rescue works have very little time to 

linger around a house to search for survivors. Therefore trapped victims that are unable to respond 
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are likely to be missed during the search. 

This study aims to solve these problems with the Emsuch system and to answer the following 

questions:

• How should such a system be designed?

• How can vital data be conveyed so that rescue workers can find victims easier than with the 

methods used today?

1.3 Aim of the study

The main goal is to implement a data transfer protocol on the Emsuch system so it can distribute 

data to the rescue workers in the area. The secondary goal of this study is to make improvements to 

the Emsuch system to ensure that it provides adequate data to rescue workers, so the victims can be 

found as fast as possible. These improvements include how to send the data, what data to collect 

and how to handle it. To check how well the solution solves the problem, the created prototype will 

be tested.

1.4 Social benefit

When fully functional, the Emsuch system will enable the rescue workers to find the victims after 

an earthquake faster and more efficiently than using the methods available today. Possibly leading 

to more survivors after a big earthquake has occurred. As the threat of big earthquakes always is 

present in disaster-struck areas alongside the tectonic plates border's such as Japan and United 

States' west coast, Emsuch might be a big security network for those places.

1.5 Ethics

The solution includes having a camera sharing information and pictures, this could be a integrity 

issue. Therefore there may be a need to ensure that the data is only available encrypted. But in the 

study made when creating Emsuch many(20-60%) [6] of the participants in the study did not think 

that a system such as Emsuch would lead to integrity issues. The big insecurity of the number of 

answers is due to the nature of the question asked, meaning that leaving the answer blank may be 

interpreted as a simple “No, I don't see any problems with this system” but also that the participant 

did not bother to answer that question. Furthermore, almost none of the participants thought that 
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sending the necessary data to a third party organization in order to save their lives would be a 

problem [6]. In the study a third party organization is mentioned as the Japanese ground self-

defence force or another instance of the Japanese self-defence force. Because of these collected 

opinions, the possible integrity issues will be ignored in this study. Note that the trust in 

governmental workers is strong in Japan, the same results might not occur in other places. 

1.6 Sustainability

There are three parts that need to be reached in order to form something that can be called 

sustainable development. These three parts are environmental, social and economical. As the main 

purpose of Emsuch is saving endangered people's life, environmental and economic concerns are 

secondary. On the other hand, is social sustainability closely tied to this work. Two of the most used 

indexes, Human Development Index (HDI) [43] and Happy Planet Index [44], both use average life 

expectancy as a factor when calculating their indexes. These indexes essentially try to quantify 

social wellbeing and sustainability. If this work is able to increase the chance of survival for those 

persons trapped in houses after earthquakes, it could improve the social sustainability directly for 

those residing in areas likely to be affected by earthquakes.

1.7 Methods

Depending on the kind of result that is desired in a study, different research methods are used. These 

methods regulate, for example, what kind of information will be studied and how it is obtained. 

There are essentially two research methodologies. Namely qualitative and quantitative, this section 

will go through the most common features of both and what methods they contain.
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In a report  [17] explaining the different methodologies and methods that exist for conducting 

research, tit is expressed that it is important to following a certain methods which depends on the 

goal of the study and the available data set to ensure a sound scientific result. Illustration 1 shows 

the portal presented in that study. Starting with qualitative, which is for studying unstructured 

information, such information that may be collected from interviews and surveys with open 

answers. Qualitative research often leads to an understanding of the thoughts and ideas that govern 

people's actions. Two examples of qualitative research methods are analytical and empirical, these 

methods rely on the experiences and observations of reality. The method of approaching the 

problems of a qualitative study is called inductive. In the inductive research approach an area has no 

previous explanation, meaning that when the area is studied, it leads to a new theory. When 

collecting data for qualitative research, methods such as interviews, observations and text sources 

are usually used. The collected data can be analysed by, for example, coding where the material 

collected from interviews are categorized and quantified. This method is often used when going 

from a qualitative interview into a quantitative result. Another example of a method for analysing 

collected data is the grounded theory, which has repeating steps of data collection and analysis until 

there are no more deviations from the theory the research tries to prove.

The other side of research methodology is called Quantitative research [17], where structured 

information can be retrieved from tables of data and surveys with closed alternative responses using 

statistical- and mathematical models. The kind of results that can be achieved from this type of 

research is often in the form of charts, statistics or figures. Examples of quantitative research 

methods are experimental and descriptive methods. The descriptive method tries to describe the 

main features of the phenomenon or area studied. An example of this is  the periodic table system, 

which takes different common properties among elements and uses the common traits to create 

groups. The experimental research method consists of studying the effect of changing one variable 

at a time and then observing the different outcomes of, for example, an algorithm. The research 

approach that is associated with quantitative research is the deductive approach. With a deductive 

approach, theories are put to the test conditions to see if they hold or break, and as the approach is 

used in quantitative research the theories need to be measurable. The method of measurement 

should be clearly stated before the testing of theories starts. The research strategies and designs 

related to a quantitative research are experimental, surveys and case studies. In the experimental 
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strategy, all the relevant variables are noted, leading to an understanding of relations between 

different values and its effect on the algorithm. The amount of raw data that is collected using the 

experimental strategy is often large. When conducting a quantitative research the data collection 

methods usually are experiments or questionnaires. It is important when using questionnaires that 

the questions have quantifiable answers, for example, “on a scale from one to five, how afraid are 

you of earthquakes?”. Experiments mostly consist of collecting a huge amount of raw data from 

running simulations or algorithms many times changing the values of different variables. When the 

primary data is collected, the data analysis methods that can be used in a quantitative research are 

statistics and computational mathematics. Statistics is used to validate the phenomenon and to 

produce results from large amounts of raw data. The mathematics method is used to simulate and 

create a data format that is easily understood. 

In order to give the research more credibility, quality assurance should be used in both quantitative 

and qualitative research. Both research methods must explain the user criteria and ethics impact the 

research has. User criteria for quantitative research should examine if the right aspect is measured, 

while in qualitative research it means an assurance that the rules that exist in the area of research are 

followed. 

This research aims to find an improvement in the Emsuch system so that the system can be 

implemented in a real scenario and help to save lives in difficult environments. This improvement 

can be considered as the creation of a new software system upon a previously built hardware. A 

qualitative research methodology will be used in this research. Therefore the methods used will 

mostly be chosen from the qualitative side(which corresponds to the right side) of the previously 

mentioned portal. Chapter three will show in more detail what methods that this research used and 

the reasoning behind the selection.

1.8 Limitations to the study

This study will explore  different batteries or how long they would be able to power the Emsuch. 

This study also assumes that the connectivity is highly dependent on how well the signal from the 

Emsuch can pass through the rubble of a collapsed house. But as that is a different field, this study 

will not conclude what kind of antenna that should be used to get the best connectivity. 

1.9 Disposition

Chapter two contains previous work that has been done related to the problems, as well as a short 
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explanation of the results of the previous study containing an explanation of the Emsuch system. 

The most used methods for finding victims after earthquakes will also be described in short.

Chapter three contains methods which were used during this study and the reasoning for choosing 

those methods.

Chapter four contains the requirements the system has and how these requirements were collected.

Chapter five contains a presentation of the design and architecture of solution for Emsuch.

Chapter six contains the system was tested and the result of those tests.

Chapter seven contains an evaluation of how well the system solves the problem.

Chapter eight contains the conclusion of the study and what further work could be done in the area.
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2. Previous Work

As these kinds of disasters happen about once every five years in Japan there are many studies that 

discuss different approaches on how to rescue and warn the inhabitants. The ones most similar to 

the current Emsuch system will be presented in this section to describe how they differ and their 

influence on this research. Secondly, this section will briefly go through the different ad–hoc 

routing protocols that exist and argument for which protocol to be used in this study. Secondly, this 

report describes the development of Emsuch including a study of the adaptability and usability of 

the prototype system. This chapter will go through first a brief description of the system and then 

continue with the answers of adaptability. Lastly, the methods used today for finding and rescuing 

victims will be presented. 

2.1 Related works

After the Great East earthquake of 2011, the Japanese government and some telephone operators 

collaborated and did research on how to make sure that communication can continue as usual after a 

big disaster. Though as this research is only available in Japanese and there are no English sources 

on this research, this study could not use any of that research. But there is an overview [9] available 

in English, the overview briefly presents the result of the research. From this overview, it can be 

deducted that the major reason for a loss of communication after earthquakes is power outage [9].

2.1.1 Energy saving and survival dynamic source routing

In a previous study  [12] a protocol named Energy Saving and Survival Dynamic Source Routing 

(ESSDSR) was created and tested. The purpose of ESSDSR is to, as its name suggest, save as much 

energy as possible at all nodes and increase the life of the network as much as possible. This is done 

by adding a flag to the header of all messages if the power level of the node is below a certain 

threshold. The low power node also sends a broadcast to all of its neighbours that it is  in low 
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power. This way the sender and receiver know that the path it just took contains a low energy node 

and can do a new route discovery. If the route request packet comes to a neighbouring node of the 

low power node, the neighbouring node does not try to go through the low power node.

As shown in Illustration 2 the source sends a packet through a known route to the destination but 

encounters a low power node along the way. The low power node turns the low power flag in the 

header to one (red) and sends out a broadcast (purple) to its neighbours. The destination and source 

does a new route discovery and uses a path that does not include the low power node. In order to 

use the nodes with the highest energy level, each node delays the route request packet a little. 

Depending on the power level of the node this waiting time is varying, if a node is at full power the 

delay is very short while if the node is low on power the introduced delay is longer. This makes sure 

the route containing the nodes with the highest power is chosen as it reaches the destination first. 

Though the result of that study was that both the individual nodes and the network lasted a longer 

time [12] there might be a design fault in this protocol. Using this protocol the nodes will go into 

low power mode if the power level is below a certain threshold. Meaning they will not participate in 

the network, just being turned on without doing anything until their battery goes out. As the 

throughput was not examined in that study, there is no indication about how well this protocol 

would work in a real environment.

2.1.2 Ad-hoc network using smart homes

In a study [40] that used ad-hoc networks during an emergency to send data from smart home 

servers to rescue workers, a protocol called Epidemic [15] was used with some success. The main 

idea of this protocol is to enable data transmission even though there is almost no connectivity at all 

in an ad-hoc network. This is done by storing the data packet in the nodes along the path, allowing 

the nodes to retransmit the message when another node becomes available. This means that the 

Epidemic protocol assumes that even though there can be no path from the source to the destination 

at a certain time, there will be a path available eventually. Simulations of this protocol have shown 

that almost all messages reach their destination, but the delay can be up towards several minutes 

[15]. As the purpose of the Emsuch system is to get data from static nodes located in homes while a 

rescue worker goes around collecting it, this kind of protocol is considered a bad fit. But even if the 

Epidemic routing can not be used for Emsuch, the underlying network of smart homes might be 

useful for the Emsuch system. The result of simulations in the study using smart homes [40] 

showed that information could be shared between households and rescue workers effectively. 
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2.2 Emsuch – as of now

The main purpose of Emsuch was to enable family members to see if 

everyone was alive and well after a big earthquake. The system consists of a 

Home unit placed somewhere in the house and some remote clients that can 

access it. The Home unit consists of a camera, a Raspberry Pi unit [29], a 

USB Wi-Fi module and a power bank. The current prototype casing is made 

of wood as it is considered easy to work in and make changes to, but for real 

implementations, a sturdier material should be used.  The camera records a 

video after there has been an earthquake and starts a streaming server that 

clients can connect to and watch the video stream. This stream is accessed by a client, in that study 

VLC media player [16] was used to view the stream. The systems is only activated after there has 

been a large earthquake that affects the area severely. This activation is triggered by connecting to 

the Japan Meteorological Agency's (JMA')API and receiving the epicentre’s position and 

magnitude. 

All the software is written in python and is quite straightforward. The software consists of two 

threads that run simultaneously from the start up, namely; motion-detection and warning

 listener. If a warning is received and the earthquake is relevant, i.e. big enough and in the vicinity, 

the system enters emergency mode. When in emergency mode, the system collects data such as 

video and sound that might help relatives to learn the status of the victim. If a motion is detected a 

picture is taken and then the system waits some minutes before looping. If the system is in 

emergency mode the system only waits a few seconds to search for movement again. The interface 
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consists of one button and two LEDs. Pressing the button for 3-4 seconds starts the system and 

pressing the button for more than five seconds restarts the system.

When the system is operative the 3-4 second push will be replaced with an “I'm fine” message 

being sent to the intended receivers. This is to ensure that there is a way for the victims to tell their 

relatives that they are unharmed, even though the situation might look bad. But the results from the 

previous study showed that almost every participant thought it was a good idea to send the 

necessary data to rescue teams to ensure their potential survival. Therefore the idea to stream video 

is now scrapped. Instead from here on the system will focus on trying to send image and sound that 

might help rescue workers find victims in the rubble.

Illustration 5: Communication route As 

shown in Illustration, the system relied on there being both electricity and infrastructure to stream 

the video to mobile users.

2.3 Current methods for finding Earthquake victims

There are mainly three different methods that are used when trying to find possible trapped victims 

in the rubble of houses after a big earthquake. These methods are; using sound to determine where 

the trapped victims are, using specialized dogs able to find the scent of humans under the rubble and 

asking neighbours or relatives. The pros and cons of these methods will be discussed shortly.

2.3.1 Using sound

The most common method used for finding survivors are yelling and listen for any response from 

the collapsed houses. But even though it is the most used method it can miss people that are 

unconscious or otherwise unable to respond. But by using different specialised devices, even faint 

sounds can reveal if there is someone under the rubble. The operator calls out for someone above 

the rubble and bangs some pipes or another medium that sound easily travels through. Then using a 
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microphone and vibration sensors tries to listen to any replies from possible survivors. If the victim 

is unconscious this method does not work so well. Even though faint sounds such as the 

unconscious persons breathing might be caught and reveal, the location where he lies as the 

surrounding area might be noisy due to lots of heavy machinery and a big  worried crowd of 

onlookers and relatives. A more controversial method that is in development is attaching a chip on 

the back of a cockroach [18] and them sending them into the houses looking for sounds. Using 

cockroaches equipped with three low-quality unidirectional microphones in an array to localize the 

source of the sound and some with one higher quality omnidirectional microphone that is used for 

audio recording and streaming. Being connected wireless allows individually collected sound data 

from one cockroach in the swarm to be sent to others in the swarm and help the swarm to find the 

source faster. In a testing environment this method proved quite effective, but as there might be a lot 

more noise in a real situation, there is no way to tell how effective this method is in a real scenario. 

Furthermore, the cockroaches are quite slow, the tests showed that it took over a minute to traverse 

3m of flat flooring [18]. The final nail in the coffin for this method might be the general disgust 

regarding cockroaches. If a survivor is found using this method it means that the person is 

surrounded by bugs whilst trapped in a dark place. This might cause the trapped person to panic and 

make the person's current predicament worse.

2.3.2 Specialised dogs

Using dogs that have been trained to find the scent of humans under rubble can be a big help in the 

process of finding and locating where the victims are. Judging on the scent alone the dogs can 

determine whether the person below is alive, unconscious or dead [19]. This makes it easier for the 

rescue forces to prioritize which victims to dig out first. Using this method saves a lot of time as the 

dogs can search a bigger area at once. The biggest downside with using dogs are that they need 

specialised training meaning the dogs and their operators are few and are rarely in the area when 

needed and has to be transported there which takes vital time [19]. But when on spot the dogs can 

move around the destroyed buildings much faster than a human can safely, so they usually make up 

for the time it takes transporting them there.

2.3.3 Asking bystanders and neighbours

The people living around in the neighbourhood usually know more than the rescue forces about 

who lives where and how the houses are constructed. Therefore asking bystanders can give great 

input for search teams for helping them find buried people faster. The bystanders might also have 
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been there at the time of the earthquake and have heard screaming from persons under the rubble. 

These victims might be unconscious at the time of the rescue forces arrival. It might be dangerous 

to civilians without knowledge to stand near or enter buildings damaged in an earthquake, as 

aftershocks might topple these houses in an unpredictable manner. So to avoid further casualties 

civilians should relocate to safer areas, furthermore having people standing around makes it harder 

to find possible survivors when using methods including sound.

2.4 Relevance for this study

Even though the Epidemic routing protocol was designed to be used in disaster-struck areas to get 

information through the network, it does not comply with the goal of this study. Mostly because the 

lack of mobility of the nodes, which is what the Epidemic protocol relies on. The ESSDSR 

protocol, on the other hand, might prove useful for this study. Using as little power as possible to 

distribute information over a network of Home units could ensure longer operating time of the 

system as a whole as well as increasing the chance that all Home units data finds its way to a mobile 

device. Therefore it might be profitable to piggyback the Emsuch system upon the smart homes of 

study [40] and use ESSDR to distribute the data in the network.  But there is still room for 

improvement to be able to work as well as possible in the real scenarios. 

In the previous study [6] when creating the Emsuch the goal was to send data to family members 

and friends in the form of video. As the result of that study showed that there was a greater interest 

to send that data to various rescue forces instead, the focus have shifted to rescue work.

Among the methods for finding earthquake victims, collecting information from neighbours and 

using sound seems like best solution to strive for with the Emsuch system. Distributing information 

between Home units could approximate the method of collecting information from neighbours and 

adding a microphone to the Home unit could allow the system to send faint sound to the rescue 

workers.     
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3. Methods

This chapter will explain the different methods used during this research and motivate why those 

methods were chosen. The methods will not include the creation of the earlier version of Emsuch, 

but it was created in a similar manner with methods close in nature of the methods used in this 

study.

3.1 Creation of software

There exist many different methods for creating software, but there are four main parts that are 

included in most of the methods. These methods all contain the following; Analysis, design, coding 

and testing. [20] Some methods go further and include the maintenance and discontinuance of the 

systems, but as this research will not contain those stages of the life cycle of the system those 

methods are of little importance to this study. 

3.1.1 Analysis

The goal of an analysis before the creation of a software system is to make sure the customers gets 

what they need. This goal is achieved by answering why the system is needed and what 

functionality is desired [21]. Crucial parts of the analysis include writing a requirements document, 

defining terms of the system, such as states, and typical as well as atypical scenarios for the system 

[20]. A requirement document can consist of two parts, customer- and developer- requirements [21]. 

The customer requirements contains what the user expects and needs from the system in terms 

easily understood by the user. While the developer requirements are more formal and specifies what 

the system needs to achieve. One requirement for Emsuch for example, “the system can show the 

location of houses that contains possible victims on a map” could be a customer requirement while 

“Taking the coordinates from a retrieved list of possible victims and displaying  small circles 

centralized on the different coordinates over a map of the area” would be the developer 

requirements of the same scenario. The next step in the analysis is documenting all components of 

the system including the different abstract parts and states. Last part of an analysis is adding the 

different scenarios that can occur during the usage of the system. It is important to try to cover the 

most of the possible scenarios of the system here, but usually, only around 20% of the systems 

functions are used 80% of the time [20]. Therefore it is acceptable to omit some minor functionality.
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3.1.2 Design and implementation

In order for the developers to understand how they should implement the system, a system design is 

needed. Simply put it is in the design phase that the systems architecture [20,22] is specified. The 

design phase is divided into several activities that result in products [22]. There are mainly two 

methods for creating the design of a software system, the bottom-up and the top-down approach 

[23]. The top-down approach starts with taking the main drafts from the specified  requirement 

document, a first draft of the architectural design and a software specification  can be created. The 

architectural design consists of structuring the system and deciding what different subsystems it 

consists of. For example, a client(Android application) and a server side (Emsuch) of the system 

and the different functions they contain. Then for every subsystem a software specification is 

created, this specification contains the constraints the system will work under and the different 

services the subsystems provide. For example, a connection between the server and the client is a 

service that appears on both the client and the server. When these two ground pillars have been 

established the design can continue with the interface of each subsystem, with interface meaning 

what methods will be available when using or handling the subsystem. These methods are then 

described in detail as a component design, specifying what input and output each method have. The 

final steps of the design include defining what data structures each method will use and what 

algorithms. 

The bottom-up approach first identifies a selection of basic functions of the system formulated into 

smaller modules [23]. Each one of these modules consists of a vital functionality or function that 

the system needs. These modules are then implemented in code straight away. This means that each 

module can be separately tested after the module is implemented. The final stage is to create the 

relationships between the modules and create the desired system. As the name indicate this method 

works from the bottom modules up towards the architecture of the system. The main advantage of 

the bottom-up approach is that all modules and functionality can be tested in its entirety from the 

start. Though there is a risk that developers build a system architecture that is completely different 

from what the customer needs from the system. This risk appears because problems with connecting 

the different modules might force the developer to redo the modules or rearrange them in an order 

that works. By doing this process of changing the modules to fit each other and the reordering of the 

modules over and over again the system might slip away from the customer's desired system.

Regardless of what approach to use, when it comes down to actually coding, a decision need to be 

made for each i.e, what programming language is most suitable for this kind of system. This may 

depend on multiple variables such as, what hardware the code will run on. If memory is sparse then 
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a lighter programming language with good memory management might be the best choice such as C 

or Python. Another variable might be on what platform the system should run, when developing for 

Android or iOS there are only a few languages that work such as Java and C++. But the deal 

breaker in most small projects is what programming languages the developers are familiar with. 

Learning a new language for each project might be wasteful if the programming language used does 

not affect the end product all that much, as when developing a new system with any existing 

framework. 

3.1.3 Testing

The reason for running tests on the system is to be able to detect eventual faults or errors. The most 

common method is to rigorously run the system with every possible set of inputs [24]. To know 

what parts of the system that should be tested, information about what errors can occur is needed. 

These possible errors can be divided into; logical error  [24] in which defects in design or 

construction of the system causes the error, performance errors [24] where the system is unable to 

handle a huge number of tasks simultaneously and the user experiences that the system feels slow or 

freezes completely. Inappropriate or missing results [24] is when a system is acting wrong or it is in 

a different state then it should. 

There is mainly two approaches of testing which dictates how the system should be viewed by the 

tester, these two approaches are black- and white-box testing. In black-box tests, the tester views the 

system or device as a black box where the content is not available [28]. The tester studies the 

requirements for system or device and then create a test plan. This test plan contains information of 

which input data the system should receive and which output that is expected  [28]. This method 

provides some advantages, for example, the tester does not need to have an understanding of how 

the system inner mechanics works to write a testing program for black-box testing. Another 

advantage is that the number of testing cases is fewer, but it still covers the most important part for 

the future users. But because the testers might not have a clue about how the system works they can 

not test all functions of the system and may miss critical errors of the system.

The opposite method called White-box testing [28] is when the testers have a fairly good 

understanding of the systems code. This means that there are more test cases which usually are 

better defined than the test cases in black-box testing. The advantage of this method is that the 

system is thoroughly tested and errors and faults are often found earlier compared to black-box 

testing. The disadvantage of this type of tests is that it takes more time to design the test cases. But 

because this method finds almost all the errors and faults this method is used when the system will 
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have very little room for error. For example, guidance systems in missiles and rockets where even a 

small error can result in unnecessary deaths. 

There are also different methods of testing that works better for different kinds of systems, the most 

common test methods are stress tests, beta testing and automated testing [20]. Stress tests purpose is 

testing the limits of the system and understand what happens outside of these limits [20]. For 

example, what happens if many users connect to the Emsuch, can the system handle the users 

simultaneously and what happens if “too many” connect. 

For systems that handle valuable transactions and documents such as online shopping and payment 

systems the developer usually uses a test method called decomposition [26]. In decomposition, a 

group of testers tries to find a way to destroy or use the system in a manner not intended. This group 

of testers is commonly referred to as hackers or crackers [25]. 

Alpha tests and, later on, Beta Tests is conducted by a relatively small group of users who use the 

system without any guidance and then gives feedback to the developers on how they perceive the 

system before it is published [27]. This kind of testing usually leads to an update of the user 

interface as well as debugging some hidden critical errors that beta testers found. This method is 

often used in the gaming industry. 

A popular testing method for software is creating another program that will run the software with all 

possible states and input to see if the system performs like planned. This method is quick and 

efficient but a big disadvantage is that the testing program is written by developers who might miss 

possible states and input combinations that might occur after the system have been published. 

3.2 Selection of methods

This section will go through what methods that this research will use for development of the 

prototype protocol. With each choice of method a short motivation is presented for why that method 

was chosen over the other available methods.

3.2.1 Analysis

As Emsuch was an initiative without any formal request or approach from a customer, the 

requirements for the system needed to be collected from the potential users. When the development 

started for the previous paper [6], the goal was to enable family members to contact each other after 

a big earthquake. To understand the opinion of potential users a survey was held, the survey 

contained 13 questions which were a mix of closed and open questions. But as the goal of the 
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system has shifted towards rescuing survivors, the potential users have shifted to people working in 

the rescue teams and forces in the time after an earthquake. The method for collecting the 

requirements of the system, interviewing members of the Japanese Ground Self Defence Force 

(Jieitai) [41] with open questions and a case study of how the current Emsuch would perform in the 

situation of the recent earthquake in Kumamoto of 2016 was chosen as the data collection method. 

The interview method was chosen as a lot of information that might be very important for the 

system might not appear in surveys. This is because the questions for the survey is designed with 

little knowledge about the conditions and work flow during rescue works because this information 

is not publicly available in Japan. Furthermore, it is assumed that computers and web questionnaires 

seldom used among the more experienced members of the Jieitai. This assumption is based on the 

previous paper [6] where about 70% of all participants in the online survey was in the age group 20-

29. Most of the information available about the situation after an earthquake is from different 

Japanese newspapers, so to collect the needed information to make relevant questions for the 

interviews the news articles were used. 

3.2.2 Design and Implementation

As the goal of the Emsuch system is more of a conceptual nature the main characteristics of the 

architecture is considered more important than the individual functions. Using a bottom-up 

approach in the first stage of prototyping [6] was part of the cause for the purpose of the system 

changed during the implementation phase. So to ensure that the architecture is in place before 

starting implementing the design the top-down approach was chosen for the continued development 

of Emsuch. 

As one part of the system will run on an Android device and the other part will run on a Raspberry 

pi device there are some limitations on which programming languages that are usable. For the 

Android part of Emsuch, all code needs to be done in Java. The workbench used was Android 

studio [30] which is provided by the Android team at Google. For the software running on the 

Raspberry pi, there are more options as it runs a Linux type OS adapted to the device. The most 

common used languages are C, C++ and Python [31]. There are not many libraries in C or C++ 

available that run well on the Raspberry Pi. Therefore and due to the similarities between Python 

and Java, Python was chosen as the programming language for the Raspberry side of the system. 

3.2.3 Testing

The goal of this project is to create a prototype of a system which will spend very long periods in an 
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idle state and when it is active it handles life and death scenarios of trapped victims. As really 

severe earthquakes that do great damages to buildings only comes about once every 5 years, the 

system is very seldom in an active state. This means that errors that slips past the testing period 

might not be discovered until it is too late, resulting in an unnecessary death. Therefore the testing 

approach this study should use is a white-box approach. But due to time limitations of this study, 

black-box tests will be used instead. This is also motivated by the fact that this prototype will not be 

published at the end of this research, meaning further white-box testing can be performed after this 

current research finishes. 

So to evaluate the systems, user scenarios will be created from the requirement document with the 

focus on how the user will view the device. From these user scenarios test cases will be designed. 

The test themselves will be done by running the system in Emergency mode, in which the systems 

tries to broadcast its information to available nodes within its vicinity. Then by introducing the 

mobile device into the vicinity for different periods of time the test will show how much of the 

information is passed through. It would also good to add some user experience with beta testing, but 

there might not be time for that during this study.
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4. Requirement Specification

This chapter contains the collected requirements for the new goal of the Emsuch system. Collected 

through interviews and case studies.

4.1 Interview

Questions used in the interview:

• How long does it take from the time of the earthquake until the first forces arrive at the 

scene?

• Could you describe how the process of rescuing victims from underneath rubble looks 

today?

• Could you describe the methods used for finding these trapped individuals?

• Which method finds the most amount of victims?

• How do the rescue forces prioritize which area or building to start searching at?

• How long is spent at each house before moving on to the next one?

• Have there been cases where victims are trapped under rubble but not found?

• If a person is found lying under rubble, what do the rescue workers say to the trapped 

person?

• What information does the rescue worker want from the victim?

• Does the rescue workers carry around other forms of communication devices other than the 

ones used for internal communication?

The interviewee was an lieutenant colonel of the Jieitai in Sapporo. Unnamed for security.

4.1.1 Answers

This section will incorporate the answers the interviewee gave to the questions into a summary of 

the situation immediately after a big earthquake.

After a big earthquake, a search party is sent out immediately and arrives usually within the first 

hour. The search party's mission is to assess the situation and determine which areas need the most 

help and what the main troop needs to do when arriving at the scene. This information is sent to the 
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nearest base that prepares for the conditions as well as they can. The main troop arrives about two 

to three hours after the earthquake. Then more troops gradually arrive as troops from other bases 

around the country arrive at the scene. For example, it took two days before the Sapporo jieitai 

arrived in Kumamoto. 

Once the main troop arrives it is  divided into companies which can then be assigned to an area. As 

there are usually large areas to cover the rescue workers do not have much time. The different 

companies plan their search so all the houses and buildings in the area should have been 

investigated within 72h of the earthquake. There is no system nor method for how they choose 

which house to start with or which route to take through the assigned area. The rescue force's main 

goal is to make sure that all the houses and buildings in the area are investigated. The method used 

today for determining where to start is using the information that is visually available to determine 

which houses seems most affected by the earthquake. To find victims the rescue forces go up to 

each and every building, and shout; "Is anyone here?", "Are you OK?" And so on. If there is no 

answer they move on to the next building. If they receive an answer, they start trying to talk to the 

person while they try to dig them out. Since there are a limited number of machines available in the 

early stages of rescue operations, shovels and similar hand-held tools are used to dig out the 

victims. The second most used method for finding victims is to collect information from those who 

live in the area Information such as: "in that house, there lives an old lady." is something that can 

help the rescue workers locating more victims. Since the population gathers in emergency locations, 

a lot of useful information can be collected at those places. But as it takes manpower to collect and 

analyse the information, it is not the priority of the main troop, but rather the following squadrons 

that come in later to aid in the rescue work. There are some individuals who take pictures of the 

scene and send them to the jieitai which helps the rescue workers to decide which area needs more 

help.

When the rescue workers find a survivor that is contactable, they try to keep the survivor calm by 

talking. And while talking the rescue forces tries to figure out if there are any more persons trapped 

in the house or the area. To avoid that the survivor starts to panic the rescue workers ensure the 

survivor that they will get the survivor out soon enough.

The system for sharing information is very hierarchical, collected information is shared upwards 

until it reaches the decision makers at the top which organize the rescue work. Companies can 

communicate within the group by using their own equipment. But they have no way to contact other 

units on the field. Most rescue workers walk around with their private phone even during  rescue 

operations. But because there is no infrastructure available, they are not used in the field. 
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Ideally, such information should be gathered together by a system shared by all units and workers 

in the same area. If the number of troops or units within an area is not enough and backup is needed 

a request should be sent upwards in the hierarchy.

4.1.2 Requirements

From the interview, it is clear that methods such as searching with dogs or advanced devices that 

capture sound or images from under the rubble exist and are used. They are not used to a big extent 

though, mostly because there is no time to examine each house that thoroughly. But also because 

these devices or dogs are not available at the time, as it is only special units that exist in certain 

parts of Japan. 

It was also clear that the rescue workers have no access to the collected information unless given 

directives from higher up. This might be a rule that must be followed as the army is highly 

hierarchical and depends on the members following orders rather than thinking for themselves.  But 

the interviewee expressed a wish for the information to be shareable within the local unit to be able 

to coordinate better within the unit. Therefore the requirement for sharing the data goes within the 

unit but also upwards in ranks.

In the interview, focus was put on the fact that there are huge areas to be searched by a limited 

number of rescue workers. Meaning it would be a bad idea and counterproductive for the system to 

alert rescue workers when there is no victims in the house or the house has already been searched 

by another rescue worker. As communication and planning usually are good within a unit, double 

checking houses might not be a problem until reinforcements arrive and another unit is assigned to 

the same area. In those cases, the already checked houses and safe houses should be easily 

presented to the new unit, preferably by some higher ups.          

4.2 Case study

Using information gathered from the interviews and from numerous of news articles a case study 

was defined. The purpose of the case study was to help define the requirements for the system. The 

goal is finding out for how long time each device can be in contact with a moving scout troop as 

well as the possible range of the device. The first stage of the case study is to measure the maximum 

range of the connection between the camera in the house and a smartphone. As results may depend 

on the mobile device two different smartphones were used. A Samsung galaxy s4 and Apple´s 
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iPhone 4. As there might be different ways of the houses crumbling, which may result in a shorter 

or longer maximum range, the system will be tested in different environments. The test was carried 

out by placing the Home unit on the ground and then starting walking towards the Home unit while 

holding the mobile phone to see at what distance a stable connection is made. This represent a best 

case scenario where there are no obstructions for the signal.

Illustration 6: Testing method

Ten tries with each phone resulted in the ranges presented in the following table, the distance is 

measured in meters. This table is from testing without any obstacles between the smartphone and 

the Home unit.  

Phone Average
Samsung S4 24.8 27 27 33 33 37 37 37.5 38 38.5 33.3
Iphone 4 0.8 1 4.2 4.5 5 5.4 7.5 8.2 8.8 11 5.6

Table 1: Distance of connection in meters from the Home unit.

As can be seen clearly in Table 1, the maximum range differ a lot between the two devices. With the 

Samsung device having an average of just over 33 meters and the Apple device falling short of six 

meters. As Apple´s phones are the most bought brand of smartphones in Japan [35] the likelihood 

for a rescue workers phone being an Apple phone is more than 50%. That's why this study will 

assume a distance of around six meters as a maximum range of the system. The argument can be 

made that the tested device is older(2011) then current generation of phones (2016), so there might 

be a higher maximum range for newer devices. Though this might be true, it is not considered 

realistic to assume that everyone has the newest device at hand.

Two phenomenon stood out during these tests, the first one being that when the connection was 

established, the possible range of the connection was much farther than when making the initial 

connection. This range was not measured accurately, but when walking away from the Home unit 

the connection held up to around the double of the connection distance. The second phenomenon 

was that when testing first to see how the range test should be performed there was interference 
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from nearby wireless networks. This interference induced a great insecurity in the test results. For 

example, sometimes the Samsung device did not connect to the Emsuch network until it was ten 

meters away because it connected to another wireless LAN. This might cause a problem if there are 

several Emsuch units within close vicinity of each other, with each unit contesting for the 

connection of the device.     

The connection consists of the Home unit broadcasting a wireless network that the mobile device 

connects to. The test is done by checking out how far away the mobile device can be located before 

the signal is lost, then measuring the distance. Using the average from the iPhone we get the 

following scenario in Illustration 6. With the green line being the area where the smartphone and the 

Home unit is connected.

Illustration 7: Connection range derived from the  
average distance.

 Assuming a walking speed of about 1.5m/s and a connection time of around one second leaves the 

system an interval where the mobile device and the Home unit is connected of about 4-5 seconds. 

Assuming a moving vehicle moving at around 10m/s the vehicle has moved beyond the area of 

connection before the connection was made. Therefore it is not realistic to assume that the signal 

from a Home unit will reach the scouting unit. Hence focus should be on reaching the rescue 

workers that walk around and over the fallen houses looking for survivors.  
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4.3 Requirements of Emsuch

This section contains the requirements that were used when designing the system. Most of the 

requirements are taken from the interview and the case study. Requirements from other source will 

be denoted with an crossreference at the end indicating where the requirement came from. 

 4.3.1 Costumer requirements

1. The Home unit should provide some other functionality to prevent it from ending up at the 

back of the shelves with a blocked view as usually unused objects do [34].

2. The user should be able to get a quick overview of the situation in each afflicted house by 

checking their mobile device.

3. The user should be able to check the details of each house actively.

4. The system should clearly show which houses that are safe or already checked.

5.  The information retrieved should be accessible for all workers in the unit.

6. The user should be able to request images and sound from the Home unit if needed. 

7. The user should be able to see the possibility that there is a victim in a particular house. 

8. The user should be able to connect to the Home units passively without configuring any 

settings.

9. The user should be able to set the status of a certain house to “checked”.

10. If the Home unit is not in emergency mode, no one except the residents should be able to 

access the device. [6]  

4.3.2 Developer requirements

1. The system should supply a local database with all the collected information.

2. The system should allow a user to place a different coloured pins on the houses, the colour 

depending on the status, on an offline map.

3.  The devices should be able to establish a secure connection without having to rely on an 

external network. [6]

4. The devices should transfer the data from Home unit to mobile device using a fast and 

efficient protocol. 
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5. System design

As the purpose of the system has somewhat changed, the prototype needed a lot of rework. This 

chapter will present the changes made to the prototype as well as introducing the new parts to fulfill 

the requirements. 

5.1 Architecture

The first look at the system architecture gives an understanding of what the subsystems that exists 

in the system are and how they are connected. The green boxes represent the subsystem and the 

white boxes represent different functionalities that reside in the different subsystems. Parts that 

existed when starting this study was the Home unit's Emergency checker and Camera & motion 

detection. The connection between the mobile device and the Home unit was also already 

implemented [6].  

Illustration 8: First draft of architecture of the system  

Input and output of each function as well as their relationships will be explained for the Home unit 

and the phone. The database for sharing the collected data between units will not be implemented in 

this iteration.

5.1.1 Home unit

The Home unit consists of six major parts, namely; Camera & motion detection, Emergency 
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checker, Sound detection & recording, Wireless network, socket and local storage. How they 

interact with each other is shown in Illustration 9.

Illustration 9: The Home unit's functionality and relations

As some of the functionality already were implemented they will be omitted in this explanation. 

Sound detection & recording:

The purpose of using sound recording is for the rescue workers to be able to listen to recorded 

messages and live feed from beneath the rubble. This might be necessary as the victim might be 

unconscious at the time of the rescue forces arriving at the scene. The interface this part provides 

are the following.

1. ListenforHuman(), an eternal loop which analyses sound and tries to determine the source.

2. StreamLive(t), streams the sound directly into a buffer for t seconds.

3. Record(t,f), records for t seconds and then save a file with the file name f.wav.

4. Respond(), starts playing a pre-recorded sound file to help collect vital information.  

User Interface:

Though it can be made possible for users to remote connect to the Home unit using a Secure 

Shell(ssh), this might not be a good user interface. Mostly because the users not familiar with a 

Linux environment will have a hard time knowing what to do without some prior examples or 

thorough explanation. Therefore a simpler user interface using a single hardware button and two 

LED were used. This was implemented in the previous study, but the button had no function except 

restarting the device when testing. Using the button should let the system know that the inhabitants 
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of the house are fine. Because it is a hardware button that sticks out from the Home unit the button 

might be pushed by objects falling over the Home unit during the earthquake or by the Home unit 

falling over and landing on the button. Therefore it is important for the system to be able to tell the 

difference between human input and accidental input. This could be done in hardware by using a 

cover over the button, or in software by defining a series of different push combinations. The 

simplest to implement and most intuitive for the user is probably a physical cover that can be easily 

removed, therefore a cover should be used. The interfaces that should be available to the user differs 

depending on the machine state. 

1. ImSafe(), updates the machine state to return to nonemergency mode.

2. StartAlt(), starts an alternative service(for the time this service is non-defined).

3. LowPower(), sets the machine state to a lower power consumption mode. Lowering the 

sample rate from motion detection and shutting down all services except the emergency 

checker.

4. Restart(), restarting the Home unit if some service does not work as it should. 

Local storage:

Basically, this is a folder that different parts of the system can access. The pictures are stored and 

tagged with the time they are taken to easily access them in order. The local storage also contains a 

status file containing a message written by the time of installation of the Home unit, the 

geographical location of the Home unit, one boolean value for if there might be someone in the 

house in need of rescue and one boolean value for if the house has already been checked by another 

rescue worker. Interfaces that are available are the following.

1. GetStatus(), retrieve the data from the status file and put it into an array.

2. GetInterval(x,y), Send all images that are between the intervals x and y in time. 

3. GetImage(), send the first picture taken after the warning was received.

4. GetSound(), send the first sound file taken after the earthquake.

5. Assesment(), determine if the available data is enough to ensure that there is a human 

within the room.

Wireless network:

During the previous paper a third party router was used to connect the two devices, but the 

probability of such a router being up and running during an emergency is very low. The Home unit 
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was selected to host a wireless network that the mobile device can connect to. Setting up the 

wireless network on the Home unit was pretty straightforward and followed an online guide 

available at [36]. 

5.1.2 Mobile device

The application on the mobile device can be divided into four parts; user interface, map, socket and 

a local database. The socket was implemented in the previous study.

Illustration 10: Android application’s subsystems

Map:

As the rescue workers are divided into different areas to search, and will probably have access to a 

map. This map of the assigned area should be loaded into the mobile device when reception is 

available before going to the affected area. This map will then be used to plot out which houses that 

have been checked and which houses that are in still need of help. To be able to get the coordinates 

right of the map the Google map [37] API will be used. Then when the mobile device receives 

coordinates from the Home unit the phone can calculate the location of the house and mark it on the 

map. Different colours should be used to make it easier for the rescue workers to get a quick 

overview of the area. Interfaces available are:
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1. Plot(x,y,status), Place a pin on the map on coordinates longitude x and latitude y, with 

different colour depending on the status.

2. RetriveMap(A), connect to Google Map API and download the map of the chosen area A.

3. Zoom(dir), Zooms either in or out.

4. Move(dir), moves around the map in the direction dir.

User interface:

As the rescue workers main language is Japanese, all interfaces must be displayed in Japanese. It 

should be easy to navigate and the main screen should be the map previously mentioned. Checked 

or safe houses should be marked with a green pin on the map while unchecked should appear with a 

red pin. Clicking on the pins allows the user to get more information about each house, such as 

pictures and sound files.  Most of the operations should take place under the hood allowing the 

workers to focus on the real world, though if a person is thought to be found by a Home unit, the 

phone should notify the user.

1. ReqImg(opt), request image from Home unit, normal usage ReqImg() is getting the first 

picture after the earthquake. If options such as ReqImg(x,y) is used all pictures between 

timestamp x and y is requested.

2. DefineArea(), Selects which area is relevant and then calls RetrieveMap(A).

3. ReqSound(opt), request sound files from the Home unit, normal usage ReqSound() is 

retrieving the first sound file from after the earthquake. Opt can take values such as 

[“situation”], to hear the sound file labelled situation. 

4. SetStatus(S), set the Home unit status to S. For example, S can take the value “checked”, 

“malfunctioning” or “Help needed”.

Local database:

The local database should contain all status files retrieved from Home units the mobile device has 

connected to with the possibility to save one image retrieved from each Home unit, though this 

must be done actively as the default is just the status file. The local database should be able to 

connect to a centralized database and upload the collected content. The available interfaces are:

1. Store(S,opt), Save the status file in the database and one additional file such as a picture 

defined by opt.

2. Retrieve(x,y), Retrieve the status file that is located near the given coordinates x and y.
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3. Update(), update the local and centralized database by first sending the collected status files 

and then retrieving status files available at the centralized database. To avoid redundancy 

only files not present at the local database is retrieved.  

Socket:

Even though the connection through the socket was implemented, there was no protocol for 

exchanging the data between the devices. After connecting to the Home unit the most vital 

information should be sent immediately to ensure that at least the user can make a decision upon the 

retrieved data. Therefore the status file should be sent first, as the structure of a status file is the 

following:

State: Machine state
People:  Int Number of people

Assessment: True/False
Latitude: Double X

Longitude: Double Y
Sound: True/False

Picture: True/False
Additional: String Message

Minutes from starting recording Int minutes
Table 2: Core elements of the data exchange protocol.

The most important information for rescue workers is whether or not there is someone in the house 

and from which house the signal comes. Therefore the assessment and latitude and longitude values 

should be sent first, followed by the boolean values which indicates if the Home unit have captured 

any sound or pictures after the earthquake. Finally the additional information such as the number of 

people living in the house, a personal message and how long it was since the system went into 

emergency mode. The exchange between the Home unit and the mobile device is divided into two 

scenarios, one for the initial connection and data transfer and one for requesting further data.
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In both scenarios the Home unit acts as a server with the mobile device initiating the connection 

request after it has connected to the Home units wireless network. Then depending on if the mobile 

device have had a successful connection with that Home unit or not the scenarios differ. If it is the 

initial connection the Home unit sends information about the location and how many people are 

living in the house along side the connection confirmation. This allows the Home unit to place out a 

pin with some information pointing to the house of the Home unit. So even if the connection is lost 

after these messages and before the exchange is complete the user have some information available. 

When the pin is placed the mobile device sends a new request for additional data, the server 

responds with two boolean values indicating whether or not the Home unit have recorded sound or 

pictures since the earthquake. The personal message written by the residents at the time of 

installation of the Home unit is sent at the same time. When the mobile device receives the personal 

message it initiates the closing process in order to be ready for connecting to other nearby Home 

units. 

After the connection is made a list containing all the names of recorded files from after the 
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earthquake is sent. This lets the user know how many files there are and because the files are all 

named after the time they were recorded the user can determine the relevance of that data. Then 

when the user selects what files to retrieve a  request for that or those files is sent. When the mobile 

receives the file or files it shuts down the connection. 

5.2 Hardware update design

As mentioned earlier in chapter 2.3, a button was added to the Home unit in order to allow the user 

to interact with it. As only one button is used different functions are achieved by altering the time 

the button is pressed. This is not the most intuitive interface and more buttons could be added to the 

Home unit. But as of the current system, the users should not need to interact with the device more 

than to notify that they are alive and well after an earthquake, one button is enough.

Illustration 13: Schematic over the added button.

A USB - microphone was added to the Home unit be able to record sound. When selecting what 

microphone to use, the emphasis was on it being small and able to pick up faint sounds. Using a 

USB microphone meant that it was easy to install and that it housed its own sound card.
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6. Testing the system

In order to test that the protocol and prototype works as intended a couple of likely user scenarios 

are used. Each of which is designed to test one or more customer requirements from chapter four. 

These scenarios try to replicate the usage of the system by a user which doesn't know how the code 

is structured and how the system works internally. In other words a black-box test.

6.0.1 Scenario 1

A user (Rescue worker) walks past a house that looks fine from the outside, but the residents inside 

the house haven't pressed the “I'm OK” button. A pin should appear on a map on the mobile device 

where the house is located.

6.0.2 Scenario 2

Collecting information from each Home unit even if there is many clustered within a certain area.

6.0.3 Scenario 3

When stopping outside a house where the initial connection has been made, the user tries to request 

and show the picture taken closest to the earthquake. 

6.0.4 Scenario 4

Selecting the pin that appears on the house, the user can ask for further information to know if it is 

likely that the residents were not nor are not at home. If likely the user should be able to change the 

status of the house to “checked” with little effort and time

6.1 Testing method

For all testing, the geographic position of the Home unit is predefined as a static location. The walls 

of the house where the testing took place are made out of two decimetres thick armored concrete. 

The Home unit was placed in the centre of the house (shown in Illustration 15) with a d1 about 10 

m and d2 about 40 m. For scenario 1 the paths used for walking at around 1-2 m/s by the house is 

P1, P2, and P3 shown in Illustration 15. These paths will be traversed ten times each to see if any 

trends are detectable. Such a trend could for example be,”is the connection stable and strong enough 

to perform changes while walking” or “when is the contact made and lost”. The point of connection 

and disconnection will be marked for each try, to be used to calculate the average distance and time 
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for each connection. For scenario 2, 3, and 4 the mobile device will be stationary during the testing. 

The goal of scenario 2 is to see how and if the mobile device can connect to the Home unit, either 

automatically or manually even though there are other devices that share a WLAN.  As there only is 

one prototype of Emsuch there is no way to reproduce scenario 2 accurately. However, by sharing a 

WLAN from a laptop, with the same SSID and password as the one broadcast from the Home unit, 

it can be used for an indication of how the system will work in such a scenario. The goal of scenario 

2 is to connect to the “right” network and being able to see information collected from the Home 

unit during the connection, this will be attempted ten times each at distance d1 and d2. For scenario 

3 the goal is to download a picture from the Home unit to the mobile phone after the initial 

connection has been made. For checking if the information is available for a house in Scenario 4, 

the pin representing the house on the map on the mobile device is clicked. For the first click it 

should show how many people lives in the house and whether or not the house is checked by either 

some rescue worker or the house owners.

6.2 Results

This section contains the results of testing scenario1, 2, 3, and 4. The Home unit was placed at a 

high position overlooking as much of the house as possible.
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6.2.1 Scenario 1

In Illustration 16, each 'O' means connection made and each 'X' means connection lost. The point of 

connection was quite close to the Home unit in most cases. The farthest point of connection was at 

around 21m away and the shortest being around 8m away. All connections where lost before or at 

the point of going past an outdoor shed, indicated as a red box in Illustration 16. 

Average distance 

from 'O' to Home 

unit.

Average distance 

from 'X' to Home 

unit.

Average distance 

from 'O' to 'X'

Average time 

connected in 

seconds
Path 1 13m 8m 17m 12s
Path 2 Not Reachable Not Reachable Not Reachable Not Reachable
Path 3 15m 16m 5m 4s

Table 3: Performance with different paths

When walking along Path 2 the broadcast WLAN was not visible to the mobile unit at all, making it 

impossible to connect to the Home unit. 
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6.2.2 Scenario 2

When starting the application on the mobile device, all existing Wi-Fi connections are disconnected 

and the device tries to connect to the pre-specified SSID Emsuch with the password “helpmenow”. 

Because no connection was possible while following Path 2 in Scenario 1, the distance between the 

devices when testing Scenario 2 was only d1( around 10m,as seen in Illustration 15). While having 

two identical WLAN broadcast  from two nodes (the Home unit and a laptop) the mobile device 

connected to the WLAN shared from the laptop most of the times and to the Home unit a few times. 

After the first few tries the WLAN was restarted on the laptop, so this might be the reason to the 

switch in the behaviour. It might be the case that the mobile device look at the uptime of the nodes 

when selecting which WLAN to join. But after many more tries it was clear that the laptop WLAN 

was the most common selection. When trying to connect manually to the WLAN of the Home unit 

there was only one WLAN showing in the list of available Wi-Fi. By looking at what kind of 

security the Wi-Fi implement it was possible to tell which network was showing in the list. This 

problem is shown in Illustration 17, only one entry for two simulated Home units.

6.2.3 Scenario 3

At the time of the testing the part to select and download a picture was not implemented fully. 

Therefore it was not possible to retrieve a picture from the Home unit to the mobile device. 

6.2.4 Scenario 4

Illustration 19 is a screen shot taken on the mobile device during the testing of Scenario 4. After 
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Illustration 17: WLANs available to the mobile device while  
testing Scenario 2.



clicking on the green (Checked) pin a text area pops up showing how many people that lives in the 

house. Clicking the same pin again takes the user to next screen(house), Illustration 18, where the 

personal information about the family is shown.  From the house screen the user can check that the 

house is fine and that there are no victims.
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Illustration 19: Map interface on Mobile  
unit, showing one checked and one 
unchecked pin.

Illustration 18: House interface on 
Mobile unit, appears after clicking a  
pin 2 times.



7. System Evaluation

From the results of testing Scenario 1, the distance limitations are notable. Only the path that went 

closest to the Home unit had a somewhat reliable connection, even then at that short distance( 10 – 

15m) there were cases of lost connections. This is thought to be because most of the connections 

were made while passing by a window( indicated by light blue field in Illustration 15) of the house, 

then when the thick concrete walls or the shed was in the path of the signal, the connection was lost. 

This means that the rescue workers need to get really close to each house. But the distance required 

is somewhat comparable to the distance of yelling and listening for answers from victims. This 

means that there would only take a little extra effort of the rescue workers to get closer to each 

building in order to use the Emsuch system. Which makes it easier to incorporate the use of the 

Emsuch system  into the already existing search method and protocol of the Jieitai.

One big problem that were evident from testing Scenario 2 is that it was difficult to collect 

information from the targeted Home unit if there are multiple available WLANs in the area. This 

problem is due to the solution of having each unit broadcast their own WLAN using the same SSID 

and password, as the mobile device connects to the strongest signal. Because the range of the Home 

unit was poor it might not be so much interference between units, but it would still mean 

complications in cases with apartments. An example of very bad scenario is when the mobile device 

is between two houses, one which is completely destroyed and one still standing. The signal from 

the house which is toppled have to travel through more debris than the signal from the standing 

house. In this example, the system might not retrieve information from the toppled house and 

instead connect to the intact house, even though it is more likely that there is someone in need in the 

toppled house. 

The user interface for the mobile user worked to the system requirements, easy to navigate and fast 

access to information specific to the house the user is interested in. Most of the user interface is 

written in English due to that testing with Japanese users was not a possibility.

As for number of tests on each scenario, the count is quite low. If this system is to be used in the life 

and death situations that earthquakes cause it needs more rigid testing. But as the purpose of the 

tests is to detect trends in behaviour and eventual faults of the prototype the few tests were 

considered enough.
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8. Conclusion

This report has described the process of designing and developing a system for finding victims in 

toppled houses due to an earthquake. Furthermore have the protocol used for transmitting 

information from a Home unit to an mobile device has been designed, developed and tested. 

8.1 Discussion

The presented solution of the prototype system and protocol has shown some potential to be of use 

to the rescue workers. The potential lies in the design, which with the prototype is based on, has 

shown that most of the requirements have been achieved. See Table 4 for more detail of which 

requirements were or were not achieved.

Costumer Requirements Achieved
1. Extra functionality No
2. Quick overview Yes
3. Check details Yes
4. Show safe houses Yes
5. Accessible to all units No
6. Retrieve picture and sound No
7. Chances of victim No
8. Connect passively Yes
9. Set house to “Checked” Yes
10. No access to outsiders Yes
Developer Requirements
1. Supply local database No
2. Different coloured pins Yes
3. Secure connection Yes
4. Efficient data transfer Yes

Table 4: Achieved requirements.
Costumer requirement six and seven are the most important requirements missing, without these the 

rescue workers can not make a well-grounded decision on whether there is a victim in a certain 

house or not. The motion-detection algorithm is very crude and thus it react to all kind of movement 

and even rapid colour changes. That is why it is not possible to calculate the chance of there being a 

victim inside the house from the taken pictures. This also means that when requirement six is 

implemented and pictures can be downloaded, the pictures might not contain any valuable 
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information. Eventual improvements and fixes that should be focused on is brought up in Section 

8.2.

In Section 2.1 about related works, a study about using smart home servers to create an ad-hoc 

network during times of earthquake and the following power outages was presented. If Emsuch 

could be connected to these smart homes and their already configured ad-hoc networking, then it 

would have the advantage of sharing the information of each Home unit to its' neighbours. Thereby 

making the problem of units interfering with each others signal smaller. Ff every Home unit in the 

area contains the information from each other the rescue worker would only have to connect to one 

to retrieve all information.   

8.1.1 Usability of Emsuch

Though not fully implemented, the system seems to have the potential to aid the rescue workers in 

the search of survivors after a big earthquake. The most important desired quality of the system is 

that it does add as little extra workload as possible to the rescue workers, so that the routine used 

today is still intact as well as providing extra information that the rescue workers can base their 

decision on.

8.2 Future work

In this section the problems that needs to be fixed before the system is usable in a real environment 

is presented.

Connectivity:

• Solve the connectivity problem, in other words how to connect to the devices in an 

automatic manner so that it can easily distinguish between the different connections. It 

would be an advantage if the connections could be held simultaneously in situations where 

there are several Home units in the near vicinity. 

• How to increase range of connectivity so that units on cars can pick up the signal while 

passing by during their initial scan. By doing this scan the defence forces can make more 

informed decisions of what areas are the most affected and where to send the rescue 

workers.

• Add communication between the Home units to save time and enable a rescue worker to 

receive information about the situation of a larger area at once. 
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Software:

• Better motion-detection to ensure that it was a human that triggered the picture. This would 

increase the credibility of the system. This coupled with voice recognition would mean that 

the system could determine who is trapped, and their current predicament.

• Make the Home unit usable in some other context to ensure that it doesn't end up at the back 

of the shelf with its view obstructed.       
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